Washington County, Wisconsin
Groundwater Resources & Well Testing Program

I

nstructions: This interactive website is controlled by the numbered tabs on the left side of the screen. Each tab has different information,
text descriptions are displayed underneath the tab number and title once a tab is selected (click tab with mouse). Each tab also has different
information displayed on the right side of the screen (pdf.’s, interactive maps, and websites). Use the scroll bars to see more information on a
specific tab or to see the different tabs. Select the tab number or title on the left side of screen to view related information. The site begins
under tab 1 and follows in the order of the index.
*All blue text under the tab sections are hyperlinked and will open up a new link to the referenced information.

Tab Index:
1. Introduction and Website Instructions
2. Washington County Groundwater Resources & Well Testing Program

		

• A quick summary of Washington County and the purpose of this website.

3. Washington County Geology

		

• A summary of the aquifers and geology of Washington County. Includes an interactive map showing surface depth to bedrock.

4. Surface Depth to Groundwater

		

• Discusses the factors that cause variability in groundwater levels. Includes an interactive map showing surface depth to groundwater.

5. Sample Well Construction Report

		

• Explains what well construction reports are and how to find these reports for your own well. Includes several links to tools that help search for reports.

6. Is My Well Susceptible To Contamination?

		

• This tab discusses certain factors that lead to a well being more susceptible to contamination. Includes links to contaminants found in Washington County.

7. Washington County Well Testing Program

		 • This is where information about well testing and the specific packages we offer through our office can be found. Detailed information on sampling and
			 the procedure can be found here.

8. Interpreting Well Testing Results

		 • This tab has a great interactive tool from UW-Stevens Point’s Water & Environmental Analysis Lab that allows people to interpret heir own results.
			 Additional related links are provided here to help assist you in determining the quality and safety of your well water.

9. Groundwater Quantity

		 • Water quality is not the only concern. Groundwater levels have been in decline in Washington County. This tab discusses these
			 concerns and solutions.

